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Seeking Certainty Where There Is Uncertainty 

What if the Medical Community has given up hope for patients with a "Terminal 
Disease"? 

Is there still help possible with the Six Steps to 
Wellness? 

Bernie Segal, MD says there is no such thing as an 
incurable disease. He says, however, there are some 
incurable people. He goes on to explain he has seen 
many people with proclaimed incurable diseases such 
as cancer go into remission. 

So was it incurable or not? I guess it was curable or 
how did it go into remission.

His opinion is no doctor really knows for sure. So we 
should live our life to the fullest and do all we can to 
be well - win, loose or draw. Some have said it is 
wrong to give false hope. If there is hope, how could 
that be false? To promise a cure is illegal. For a DC to 
treat cancer is illegal.

We have said it many times and every time. We do not treat diseases that have people. We 
may very well treat people that have diseases. I agree with Dr Segal. I want to do everything I 
can do to be well. I want to do the same for my patients and my family no matter what the 
diagnosis might be.

Dr James W Parker said to accept no credit and take no blame. If anyone has a spontaneous 
remission of some named and blamed condition, I will praise God, Innate, Intention etc. My 
records and my treatment schedule will not reflect evaluation or treatment of anything but the 
Six Interferences; because, that is what I would have evaluated and treated.

Who is entitled to which treatment is up to the patient? If it were me, I would want to use all of 
the knowledge and skills available to evaluate and treat or be treated structurally, 
electromagnetically, nutritionally, emotionally, for any potential allergies and to remove all 
possible toxins, no matter the condition or diagnosis. I would have no idea when it was too late 
or not worth it. 



The literature says certain 
nutrition is helpful in 
prevention and in possible 
healing of certain conditions 
deemed terminal. I would 
personally want to use that 
nutrition to my greatest 
benefit. Green and yellow 
vegetables are very important 
according to the literature. I 
would want all of the total 
vegetables I could get and 
seek all of the protection 
possible.

So I will not answer this question individually again as to a person or a diagnosis. I will always 
refer anyone and everyone to this article. Not because I am being difficult, I just do not know 
any more than I have written here. Dr Segal says no doctor knows when it is too late. Just do 
all one can to be well no matter the person, the age or the diagnosis!

Join us soon at a seminar of your choice. Our annual Advanced Seminar in Atlanta is on June 2, 
3 and 4. We will have intermediate and advanced classes in Adjusting, Nutrition and Laser, 
including the latest in Violet/Red Laser training. If it is time to update your Certification, it can 
be accomplished in Atlanta. Give Hares a call at 1-800-334-3793 or 843-342-3688.

Yours in Health and Wellness, 
John W Brimhall, DC and the Wellness Family
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web site today!
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